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Abstract

The aim of this article is to provide an overview of the applications of neutron powder
diffraction in materials science. The technique is introduced with particular attention to
comparison with the X-ray powder diffraction technique to which it is complementary. The
diffractometers and special environment ancillaries operating around the HIFAR research
reactor at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) are
described. Applications of the technique which take advantage of the unique properties of
thermal neutrons have been selected from recent materials studies undertaken at ANSTO.

Introduction

Although the ability of neutron diffraction to determine atomic and magnetic
structures has been recognised for many years, the technique has traditionally been
considered cumbersome to compete with x-ray powder diffraction for routine structural
investigations. With improvements in diffractometer technology and increased primary
neutron fluxes it is now possible to obtain high quality neutron powder diffraction data in
relatively short times. Thus a wide range of problems in materials research that take
advantage of the unique properties of the neutron can now be solved at many neutron
scattering centres around the world. It is outside the scope of this article to discuss the
development of the technique in any detail. My intention is simply to provide an
introduction to the technique and to indicate that neutron powder diffraction is a powerful
tool and is readily available to many of those interested in materials research. As recent
improvements in the neutron powder diffraction facilities have allowed us to realise the
advantages of the technique in the study of phase transitions, I have picked some examples
of applications in materials research that are now being explored at ANSTO. These
examples all involved measurements on our medium resolution neutron powder
diffractometer (MRPD) and include investigations of phase transitions and dynamics in
metal hydrides, magnetic materials, ceramics and fullerenes.

It is appropriate to begin with an outline of the properties of thermal neutrons as they
apply to neutron diffraction, and the features of neutron powder diffraction in comparison
with X-ray diffraction.

Properties of thermal neutrons

The term 'thermal neutrons' describes neutrons which have been brought to thermal
equilibrium with a moderating medium (such as deuterated water) at room temperature.
Thermal neutrons are characterized by a Maxwellian wavelength distribution which peaks
at -0.12 nanometres (nm) and are produced either in nuclear research reactors or spallation
neutron sources. For diffraction purposes it is possible to select a relatively intense beam of
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any wavelength in the range 0.1 to 0.3 nm by the use of single crystal monochromators.
This wavelength range is ideal as the interplanar spacings in most crystalline solids are
typically a few tenths of a nanometre.

Thermal neutrons have no net electric charge, consequently they are not scattered by
atomic electrons. They do however display a relatively strong neutron-nuclear interaction
and possess a mass of 1.67495 x 10"24 gram and a magnetic moment of -1.913 nuclear
magneton (fin)- These properties are the primary source of distinction between neutron
diffraction and X-ray diffraction. The neutron scattering lengths of the elements are
compared with X-ray scattering amplitudes (at 26=0°) in Figure 1. The neutron-nuclear
scattering lengths are typically an order of magnitude weaker than X-ray scattering
amplitudes. Whereas the X-ray scattering amplitudes increase monotonically with atomic
number the neutron-nuclear scattering lengths display no such systematic variation, and in
some instances vary markedly between adjacent elements or even between isotopes of the
same element. So for materials which contain a mixture of light and heavy elements
neutron diffraction is far more likely to produce data which will provide accurate structural
information on the lighter elements. This sensitivity to light elements is advantageous in
structural studies of many materials of technological interest.
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Figure 1 X-ray and neutron-nuclear scattering amplitudes

The low scattering intensity of neutrons relative to X-rays is a significant disadvantage
for rapid data aquisition. However neutron attenuation coefficients are typically several
orders of magnitude lower than X-ray attenuation coefficients so that neutron diffraction
patterns are often collected from samples several cubic centimeters in volume. On balance
this gives neutron diffraction a practical advantage over X-ray diffraction in studies of
materials which are affected by preferred orientation or extinction, or in which structural
anomalies at the surface of a specimen are suspected. The low neutron attenuation
coefficients also facilitate the use of special sample environments such as cryostats,
furnaces and pressure cells. It is this property that has led to the development of neutron
diffraction for in-situ structural studies of phase transitions.

In X-ray diffraction the electron density distribution of the target is spread over a
distance similar to the wavelength of the diffracted radiation. This is reflected in the fall off
of the 'form-factor' of the diffraction pattern, which is the Fourier transform of the density
distribution of the target. In neutron-nuclear diffraction the scattering source (the nucleus)
is so small relative to the wavelength of the diffracted radiation that it can be considered as
a point source -this means that it has no 'form-factor' due to finite size effects. In sharp
contrast, the electrons responsible for magnetic neutron diffraction are generally
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concentrated near the surface of the atomic electron distribution (typically 3d or 4f
electrons), so that the 'form-factor' is even sharper than that seen in X-ray diffraction. Like
X-rays, electrons see the whole of the electron density distribution but with a different
weighting of outer to inner electrons. This is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the form
factors of neutral iron.
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Figure 2 Neutron, X-ray and electron form factors for neutral iron

The ability of neutron diffraction to determine magnetic structures is still unique for
practical purposes, although experiments using synchrotron based X-ray diffractometers
have revealed magnetic properties in selected rare-earth compounds. The effective neutron-
magnetic scattering lengths are typically the same order of magnitude as the neutron-
nuclear scattering lengths for many magnetically ordered materials, so that magnetic
diffraction peaks are usually the same order of magnitude as the nuclear diffraction peaks.
In ferromagnetic materials the magnetic cell is identical to the atomic cell, so that the onset
of magnetic ordering is signalled only by increased peak intensities. External magnetic
fields can be used to change the direction of the ferromagnetic moment relative to the
scattering geometry to aid in the unambiguous determination of the strength of
ferromagnetic moments. In antiferromagnets and other complex magnetic materials the
magnetic unit cell often has dimensions different from the atomic unit cell, in which case
magnetic peaks usually appear at distinct positions, giving a clear indication of the
appropriate magnetic structure.

Instrumentation used for neutron powder diffraction

A good illustration of the difference between X-ray powder diffraction and neutron
powder diffraction is included in Figure 3. This figure shows diffraction patterns collected
from a sample of rutile (TiO2) by both neutrons (taken on the high resolution powder
diffractometer1 at ANSTO) and synchrotron X-rays (the Daresbury synchrotron). These
patterns were collected at the same wavelength (X=0.1377 nm) so that the diffraction peaks
appear at the same angle. Evidence of the different scattering amplitudes for neutrons and
X-rays can be seen in the different intensities of individual peaks. That the intensities of the
low angle peaks in the X-ray pattern are many times larger than those in the neutron
diffraction pattern is evidence of the relative weakness of neutron scattering power.
Evidence of the steep X-ray form-factor can be seen in the sharp decrease in diffracted
intensity with increasing angle. In contrast the slight decrease seen in the neutron
diffraction pattern is due only to thermal vibrations (phonon scattering). The neutron
diffraction peaks are much broader than those in the X-ray diffraction pattern. This aspect
highlights the compromise of resolution for the sake of intensity which is common in
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neutron diffraction. The compromise is necessary partly because of the relatively low
intrinsic scattering power and partly because of the relatively low thermal neutron fluxes
that are delivered by most neutron sources. Of course, we can do nothing about the low
scattering power, but considerable effort has been put into production of more intense
thermal neutron beams and the development of more efficient neutron diffractometers. This
has resulted in a number of technological innovations, which have contributed significantly
to the development of scientific instrumentation in other areas of research. Neutron
diffraction instrumentation has become quite efficient and there are now a number of
neutron powder diffractometers (such as HRPD) which have sufficient resolution over a
wide angular range to be quite sensitive to the sample contributions to the widths of the
diffraction peaks.
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Figure 3 Neutron and X-ray diffraction patterns from rutile (TiC>2)

Inevitably though, these instruments are slower than the equivalent X-ray
diffractometers. By compromising the resolution further it is still possible to obtain good
diffraction patterns in a number of applications in far shorter times, while using ancillary
devices to provide special sample environments. The instrument we have built at ANSTO
for this purpose is called the medium resolution powder diffractometer (MRPD) and is
capable of measuring phase transitions under a wide range of sample environments and of
studying structural dynamics. This instrument has so far been developed in three stages
over recent years. The resolution functions of our two neutron powder diffractometers
(HRPD and MRPD) are plotted in Figure 4, along with typical resolution curves for
laboratory and synchrotron X-ray diffractometers. One can clearly see in the figure the
extent of the compromises that are required in terms of resolution in order to build a
competitive neutron powder diffractometer at an old research reactor such as HIFAR.

The two neutron powder diffractometers are similar in design and intended to be
complementary in operation. Whereas the MRPD can produce reasonably high quality
measurements of phase transitions quite quickly, when the problem requires greater
resolution the HRPD is used to provide more detailed structural information. Both
instruments use germanium crystals to monochromate the neutron beam, these
monochromators being adjustable to give a range of wavelengths(A.) in the thermal range
and having no 7J2 contamination. The monochromator on MRPD uses vertical focussing
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for increased neutron flux. Both instruments are fitted with 24 He3 detectors and MRPD is
due to be upgraded to 32 He3 detectors in the near future. The incident neutron flux is
wavelength dependent, but is typically 5 times higher on MRPD than HRPD, and for
example at X=0.1664 nm on MRPD the flux is ~4xl05 neutrons/cm2/sec. The overall gain
in speed on MRPD relative to HRPD is -10, so that a typical diffraction pattern on MRPD
takes about two hours and on HRPD it takes about one day to collect. For kinetic studies
using MRPD a 26 range of 96° can be measured in as little as 200 seconds.
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Figure 4 Comparison of neutron powder diffractometer resolution curves (HRPD and
MRPD) and typical X-ray diffractometer resolution curves

Ancillary equipment

For routine measurements vanadium specimen containers are chosen because they
contribute no measurable diffraction lines to the pattern, and samples are rotated to reduce
preferred orientation. Many ancillary devices are commonly available for use with neutron
powder diffractometers. At ANSTO, closed-cycle helium refrigerators are used for
applications between -7K and 320K. The attenuation of the neutron beam by these
refrigerators is typically 7%, with no detectable contribution to the diffraction patterns.
High temperature patterns are obtained in wide bore alumina based furnaces. The furnaces
operate up to ~1700°C, attenuating the incident neutron beam by ~25% and contributing
just a few small lines to the diffraction pattern. Gas handling apparatus for special
atmospheres, a 1 Tesla axial magnet (both above 15 K), a glass electrolytic cell, a 30
position sample changer and an axial press capable of sustaining an 18 tonne load are all
operational on the MRPD. An isostatic pressure cell capable of ~3GPa is under
development. A sample translation table for residual stress studies has also been
constructed and operated. Most of these ancillary devices are computer controlled, as is
data acquisition.

Application to phase transition studies

Earlier reports have detailed recent examples of materials research highlights at
HIFAR2'3. The examples I have included here are more recent and are indicative of current
research activities based around the MRPD. I have grouped them under four headings -
metal hydrides, magnetic materials, ceramics and fullerenes.

Metal Hydrides

In neutron diffraction studies of metal-hydrides deuterium has generally been
substituted for hydrogen because it is chemically equivalent but it gives a far better
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diffraction pattern. Experiments at HIFAR include a detailed investigation of the phase
diagram of lanthanum-nickel deuteride using finely powdered LaNi5 and a gas handling
system to control deuterium concentration4'5. Experiments which use electrolytic control of
deuterium concentration in LaNi5 and in T^Ni6 are now underway. The palladium-
deuteride system has been extensively studied both with gas phase7-8-9 and electrolytic
loading of deuterium10. In another study on ZJ^Ti detailed structural investigations using
HRPD and XRD were performed11.

In the example shown in figure 5 we have detemined the structure and kinetics of
ordering of deuterium in PdDg 55 at T=54K. The patterns were collected at 11 hour
intervals over twelve days. The initial pattern of 'disordered' PdDg 55 is at the front of the
figure. In the 'disordered' state the deuterium atoms are randomly distributed between all
the octahedral interstitial sites. The progress of the ordering is most easily seen in the
growth of peaks at (1,1/2,0), (1,3/2,0) and (1,5/2,0), but on close inspection other lower
symmetry superlattice lines were also found. Based on these observations a new crystal
structure for the 'ordered' state, which preserves the cubic symmetry of the Pd lattice but
which has twice the lattice constant, was determined7. This structure is shown in figure 6.
The ordering process involves -6% of the deuterium atoms which migrate from the sites
indicated by small open circles to those indicated by small closed circles in the figure.

Figure 5 Neutron diffraction patterns from PdDg 65 a t 54K, during ordering of deuterium.

Figure 6 Derived crystal structure of ordered Pd-D0 55- The larger shaded circles indicate
palladium positions. The smaller circles indicate deuterium positions:- shaded circles
occupancy =65%, closed circles occupancy =97%, open circles occupancy =33%.
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Magnetic structure determination

The scientific literature is rich with reports of magnetic structures that have been
determined by neutron diffraction. The scope ranges from simple ferromagnetic materials
to the more exotic materials with sinusoidal and/or helical spin arrangements. Examples of
recent successful magnetic studies at ANSTO include magnetoelastic effects in y-MnNi
alloys12, mixed ferro/antiferromagnetic order in Fe2MnSi13, and investigation of the quasi-
two dimensional antiferromagnet MnPS314<15. Other studies include the magnetic structure
of Ca4Mn3Oj016 and of the effects of particle size in oc-FeOOH17 and gross atomic
disorder on magnetic properties in ball-milled C^MnAl18.

A recent highlight is illustrated by the patterns obtained from Lao g5Y0 i5Mn2Si219 m

figure 7. These experiments were performed on MRPD between 12K and 493K (220°C).
On cooling from 493 K several peaks such as one labelled a/f 'A' appear above 393 K. These
can be indexed to the antiferromagnetic arrangement of Mn spins shown in figure 8a. On
further cooling more peaks such as one labelled a/f 'B' appear above 293K. A ferromagnetic
contribution to the nuclear peaks appears at the same temperature. The second antiferro-
magnetic component is shown in figure 8b. Neither magnetic phase transition appears to
affect the atomic arrangements at all. Each component is ~1 .5u.g at 12K
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Figure 7 Diffraction patterns of La^.35Yo between 493K (front) and 12K.

Figure 8 Crystal structure of Lag^Yo i5Mn2Si2 showing magnetic ordering on Mn sites.
Small dark circles indicate Mn sites, arrows indicate magnetic moments.
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Engineering Ceramics

Neutron diffraction is ideally suited to structural investigations of ceramic materials
from the point of view of its ability to provide superior site occupancy data and the
capability of measuring phase changes and reaction kinetics in situ using high temperature
furnaces. Several neutron diffraction highlights at ANSTO have concerned zirconia
toughened ceramics20'21'22'23 and rutiles24-25.

The example shown in figure 9 is of a of cerium-tetragonal zirconia precipitates (Ce-
TZP) under compressive stress26. The sample displayed the normal elastic response until
~1.2MPa, above which both ferroelastic switching and tetragonal to monoclinic structural
distortion were observed, The former can be seen most readily by the change in relative
intensities of the peaks at 29 -65° and the latter in the appearance of peaks at 20 ~30°.
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Figure 9 Neutron diffraction patterns of Ce-TZP with increasing pressure (0 -1.56MPa)

Figure 10 shows the kinetics of crystallisation of a lead zirconate titanate (PZT) gel at
430°C27. Patterns were collected in 3hr intervals from front to back. Initially the gel
contributes only a diffuse hump at 20 -42°, with all diffraction peaks coining from the
sample container. The figure shows that formation of the PZT lattice is preceded by an
intermediate phase.
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Figure 10 Diffraction patterns showing kinetics of crystallisation of PZT gel at 430°C
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Fullerenes

Finally figure 11 shows an example of rare-gas trapping in the C^o fullerene28-29. The
location of argon in the octahedral interstitial sites was determined by comparison with
patterns from pure C^. This study also detected the order-disorder transition between
intermolecular CgQ bonds. The transition, above which C^Q molecules are rotating freely
about their centre of mass, can be seen by the disappearance of the high angle peaks above
T-250K. The slow decrease in intensity of the high angle peaks is indicative of the gradual
nature of the transition. Figure 12 shows a view of the low temperature structure along the
body diagonal of the cubic unit cell, with the Ar placed at the centre.
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Figure 11 Neutron diffraction from C^-Ai between 15K (front) and RT (back)

Figure 12 Low temperature structure of C^Q-AI viewed from body diagonal of unit cell.

This ends my brief survey of the applications of the technique which are currently
being explored at ANSTO. It is by no means a comprehensive account of our materials
research activities. However I believe it contains sufficient background information and
enough examples of current applications to serve as a useful introduction. More detail can
be found in the cited references on these experiments, in the review articles2'3, or by
contacting the author at the above address.
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